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Warning: The results presented here are very tentative and incomplete!



Motivation
• The Swiss growth puzzle; Kohli (2002b, 2005).
• Switzerland has experienced lower growth than most
other Western countries for the past 100 years.
• Knowing that it was a poor country in the 19th century,
how come it is today one of the richest countries in the
world with a high standard of living?



• There are several possible explanations that come to
mind.
• Investment in public and club goods: Switzerland invests
a lot in public and club goods (infrastructure, protection
of the environment): the resulting returns are not part of
GDP, but they increase the quality of life.
• Trading gains: terms-of-trade and real-exchange-rate
effects: Switzerland has experienced significant
improvements in its terms of trade over the years; these
contribute to increase real gross domestic income (GDI),
but they are not captured by real GDP; Kohli (2002b,
2004, 2005).



• PPP exchange rates: international comparisons are often
made on the basis of PPP exchange rates; these might
not fully take quality differences into account; yet, higher
quality contributes to welfare.
• Furthermore, even real GDI is an unsatisfactory measure
of real income since it does not take net foreign factor
income from abroad into account; real GNI is thus to be
preferred; Kohli (2005).





Exporting productivity?
• Switzerland has a large current account surplus and a
large capital account deficit: it invests large amounts
abroad.
• This is often criticized in Switzerland, for foreign
investments do not increase productivity in Switzerland.
• These commentators usually mean labour productivity,
anyway, which is a poor measure of productivity; Kohli
(2010).
• Yes, but so what?
• The name of the game is to maximize national income,
not to maximize productivity or domestic production!


Exporting jobs?
• Moreover, say the critics, Swiss foreign investments do
not create new jobs in Switzerland.
• It might even destroy some (relocation abroad).
• Yes, but under full employment, relocation might be a
win-win situation, with bad jobs being exported and new
good jobs being created.



Producing abroad
• Switzerland is a large net international creditor.
• Swiss firms hold foreign direct investments for about 800
billion francs, compared to about 1’200 billion
domestically.
• Swiss firms employ about 2.7 million people abroad,
compared to about 3.4 million domestically.
• Swiss direct investments capital abroad thus adds
significantly to Swiss production possibilities.



TFP: national vs. domestic
• TFP refers to domestic production, not national
production.
• National production (income) is more important.
• One needs a national concept of TFP; Kohli (2006).



Net vs. gross
• GNI is a somewhat of a hybrid concept.
• It includes domestic capital income and capital income
from abroad.
• But the former is a gross concept whereas the latter is a
net concept, i.e. after depreciation.
• Net national income (NNI) is therefore to be preferred.











Investing abroad
• There are several effects one needs to consider.
• First, more capital obviously increases income: real GNI
(NNI) increases, whether the capital is invested at home
or abroad.
• Second, assuming that domestic firms use the same
technology at home and abroad, investing abroad leads
to a more efficient allocation of resources if relative
capital intensity is higher at home than abroad.
• Third, other things equal, a leverage effect applies to
domestic TFP growth, so that national TFP growth
exceeds domestic TFP growth.
• Fourth, an increase in foreign real wages tends to
reduce real GNI.
 

Purpose of this research
• Attempt to derive a national, rather than domestic,
measure of TFP.
• To identify the various effects at work, and particularly
the TFP leverage effect.
• Major difficulties:
• Incomplete data on foreign production by Swiss firms.
• Caveats: the analysis ignores portfolio income received
from the rest of the world, capital income paid to the rest
of the world, and net labour income received from the
rest of the word; Kohli (1993, 2002a).

 

2. Preliminary analysis
• Production function approach.
• The Swiss technology abroad is the same as the
technology in Switzerland (multinationals tend to export
their technology; Markusen).
• The product and its price are the same at home and
abroad.
• Cobb-Douglas production function (the elasticity of
substitution between labour and capital seems to be
close to one in Switzerland; this is not so in the United
States, for instance).

 

Definition of the variables
y domestic output (real NDP)
y* foreign output by domestic firms
z real net national income (NNI)
k domestic capital stock
k* domestic capital stock held abroad
κ* real profits received from abroad
n domestic employment
n* employment by domestic firms abroad
w domestic real wage rate
w* foreign real wage rate
r real net marginal product of domestic capital
r* real net marginal product of domestic capital held abroad
t time period
Additional variables will be defined as we go along.
 

Data
• We have data on y, z, k, k*, κ*, n, n*, w, r, r*, and t.
• We do not have data on y* and w*.
• Difficult to construct, since Swiss firms are probably
present in well over 100 countries.
• However, y* and w* can be recovered given the
assumption that the technology and the output price is
the same at home and in the foreign subsidiary.

 











 

 

 

 









 

 

 

 



4. Tentative conclusions
• Over the 1991-2010 period, Swiss national TFP has
been growing by about 0.3% more rapidly that Swiss
domestic TFP.
• This is made possible by a leverage effect resulting from
the ownership of capital abroad.
• In terms of real NNI, this leverage effect can be more
than offset by increases in foreign real wages.
• The efficiency gains resulting from investing abroad will,
however, remain positive for as long as capital intensity
abroad is lower than at home.
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Thank you for your attention !



